
 

 

 

Physical Activity and Literacy Activities To Do 

At Home 

Grades 3rd through 5th  

 

 

 



 

Hello! 

 

We miss seeing you at school – and we are sure 

that you miss being at school too! 

 

This packet includes fun soccer and fitness, poetry, 

writing, and service activities that you can do with 

your family and friends while you are at home! 

 

We can’t wait to see you soon! 

 

The America SCORES Chicago Team  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Day One Physical Activity 

“Alphabet Fitness” 
 

Overview 

Today’s practice is about doing different exercises that correspond with each 

letter of the alphabet. This activity is important because it help you in 

learning a variety of different exercises that help you maintain fitness in 

your daily life. Thank you to our friends at Canada SCORES Vancouver for 

the idea! 

 

Warm-Up 

Jog in place for 30 seconds and complete at least three stretches you 

typically do before exercising (Ex. shoulder stretch, arm stretch, back 

stretch, butterflies, etc.). 

 

Lesson 

A -5 SIT UPS    N -5 BURPEES 

B -20 JUMPING JACKS   O - PLANK(30 SECONDS) 

C -5 LEG RAISES    P -10 LEG RAISES 

D -PLANK(30 SECONDS)  Q - 15 SIT UPS 

E -20 ARM CIRCLES   R -20 HIGH KNEES 

F -5 PUSH UPS    S -20 JUMPING JACKS 

G -10 LEG RAISES   T - 5 PUSH UPS 

H -20 HIGH KNEES   U -20 ARM CIRCLES 

I -15 SIT UPS    V -PLANK(30 SECONDS) 

J -20 JUMPING JACKS   W -10 SIT UPS 

K -10 BURPEES    X -5 BURPEES 

L -PLANK(30 SECONDS)  Y - 20 ARM CIRCLES 

M -20 ARM CIRCLES   Z -5 PUSH UPS 

 

Choose a spot within your living space or outside, and perform a set of 

exercises that correspond with the letters spelling: 

● Your First Name (ex: Diego → “D”, “I”, “E”, “G”, and “O”) 

● Your Last Name 

● Your School Name 

● Your Street Name 

● SCORES 



 

 

Cool Down 

Using the same spot as your exercise, repeat the same stretches you 

completed in the Warm Up section.  

 

Remember TLC Tickets? Earn a virtual Teamwork, Leadership, and 

Commitment (TLC) ticket by sending us a photo or video of you playing 

“Alphabet Fitness”! We will be doing a raffle once school starts! We’d also 

love to share your skills on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter!  

● Email it to us at info@chicagoscores.org 

● Text it to Coach Jess at (224) 801-2365  
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Day Two Literacy Activity 

“Shape Poetry” 
Overview 

You will explore how the shape or layout of a poem can contribute to its 

meaning. You will write a poem in a shape or form that relates to and 

enhances the meaning of your poem. Shape Poetry is valuable to learn 

because it allows you to visualize what you are writing about and can 

enhance your sense of creativity.  

 

Lesson 

A shape poem creates a picture on the page. The words are written in a 

particular shape or inside of an image to enhance 

the meaning of the poem. 

 

1. Read this Ice Cream Shape Poem. 

2. How do you think the shape contributes to the 

poem? 

3. Does the shape help you understand what the 

poem is about? 

4. Choose your own object and write a shape 

poem. Your object should be something you can 

draw easily; make sure to draw it large enough so 

that you can fit a poem inside. 

5. Before drawing the poem, write out your poem first. You can write the 

words anyway you’d like: use different sizes, fonts, cursive, print, etc. 

6. Use descriptive language and even alliteration. 

7. The poems should be at least 5 lines long. 

8. Once the lines of the poem are complete, draw your shape and rewrite 

your poem inside of the drawing.  

 

Earn a virtual Teamwork, Leadership, and Commitment (TLC) ticket by 

sending us a photo or video of you playing “Shape Poetry”! We will be doing 

a raffle once school starts. The more TLC tickets you earn, the more chances 

you have of winning a prize! SCORES is using Facebook, Instagram, and 

Twitter, and we’d love to include your video / poem. 

● Email it to us at info@chicagoscores.org 

● Text it to Coach Jess at (224) 801-2365 

mailto:info@chicagoscores.org
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America SCORES Power of Poetry

Literary Moments

Shape Poetry

Poetry Buffet #8: Shape Poetry
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Literary Moments

Shape Poetry

Poetry Buffet #8: Shape Poetry

Snowman
by Kenn Nesbitt



 

Day Three Physical Activity 

“Triangle Shuttle” 
 

Overview 

Today you will be learning how to do an exercise focused on speed and 

agility by sprinting and shuffling. This exercise is valuable since it teaches 

you to move places quickly, like in a soccer game when you are guarding 

someone or racing for a ball! This activity was modified from DC SCORES’ 

Speed and Agility activity. 

 

Warm-Up 

Before you get started with the lesson, warm yourself up by jogging in the 

same place and performing High-Knees for 1 minute. In addition, complete 

10 lunges with each leg and then you’re all set! 

 

Lesson 

1. Using cones or small objects, make a 

triangle on the ground (about 4 BIG steps 

away from each other). 

2. Start at one of the back cones and sprint 

to the cone at the top of the triangle. 

3. Once you are at the top of your triangle, 

backpedal (run backwards) to the last cone. 

4. Side shuffle across to the same cone you 

started at, completing the triangle. 

5. Repeat steps 1-4, five times. 

6. Rest for 30 seconds then repeat steps 1-5 but go in the opposite 

direction! 

 

Earn a virtual Teamwork, Leadership, and Commitment (TLC) ticket by 

sending us a photo or video of you playing “Triangle Shuttle”! We will be 

doing a raffle once school starts! We’d also love to share your skills on 

Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter! 

● Email it to us at info@chicagoscores.org 

● Text it to Coach Jess at (224) 801-2365 
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Day Four Literacy Activity 

“Awesome Alliteration” 

 

Overview 

In this activity, you will define the term “alliteration”, identify this poetic 

form in a written piece, and write phrases and poems using alliteration. This 

activity is important because alliteration creates rhythm and mood, which 

helps strengthen your poetry style. 

 

Instructions 

Alliteration is the repetition of the same sound at the beginning of each or 

most words in a sentence. Read Tammy the Tourist and The Zoo Was In An 

Uproar on the next page for examples of poems that use alliteration.  

 

1. Using a piece of paper (or notebook) and pen, identify and write down 

3-4 examples of alliteration from each poem. 

a. For example: “Pandas were appalled,” “walrus felt unwell.” 

b. Be careful - sometimes there can be tricky alliteration examples, 

like roared and wrath, that make a repeated sound in a tongue 

twister that isn’t from the first letter. 

2. Create a word bank of 10-15 nouns, verbs, and adjectives that begin 

with the first letter of your own name. 

a. Ex: Jasmine → Jumping, Jellybean, Jacksonville, Jog, Jam, Joy 

3. Create an alliteration poem using these words and aim for at least 4 

lines. 

 

Earn a virtual Teamwork, Leadership, and Commitment (TLC) ticket by 

sending us a photo or video of you playing “Awesome Alliteration”! We will 

be doing a raffle once school starts! 

● Email it to us at info@chicagoscores.org 

● Text it to Coach Jess at (224) 801-2365 
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Literary Moments

Jack Prelutsky did not always love poetry. He had an eclectic mix of careers and hobbies before discovering 
his love for poetry. He bounced around from truck driver to folk singer to photographer until he found himself 
dedicating his time to writing poetry for children. He has a collection of frog toys in his writing studio and finds 
inspiration from animals. He spends time traveling around the United States presenting poetry at schools and 
libraries. He was born in Brooklyn, New York. 

About the Author

Alliteration

Content-Based Lesson #2: Alliteration

The Zoo was in an Uproar
by Jack Prelutsky

The zoo was in an uproar, the rabbits 
stamped their feet,
the pigs expressed displeasure, the gnus 
refused to eat, “Disgraceful!” gabbed the 
gibbons, “Barbaric!” boomed the bear, 
“Distressing!” wept a leopard,
the ferrets fumed, “Unfair!”
“Repellent!” puled a puma, 
“Bizarre!” a badger bawled, the 
donkeys were disgusted, the 
pandas were appalled, the camels 
ran for cover,
a turtle fled her shell,
the seals stayed underwater, a 
walrus felt unwell.
“How wicked!” whined a weasel, 
“Uncalled for!” cawed the crows, the 
tigers lost their tempers,
a polecat held his nose, “Unseemly!” 
screamed the eagles, the lions roared 
with wrath,
that day the hippopotamus forgot to 
take a bath.

Tammy the Tourist
by Zoila, America SCORES Milwaukee

Tammy tourist travels to Tokyo to play the trumpet.
She plays a typical tune that truly takes time.
She takes a terrific train tour and listens to two 
trumpet tunes on her telephone.
For a treat to eat, she tries tuna tacos,  
and then she takes the taco tray to the trash.
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Rambling Riddles  
and Tongue Twisters

A big bug bit a beetle but the beetle bit back.

Six snakes sipped sweet soda by the sea.

Four fat frogs feasted on five furry flies.

Muskrats munch mini-marshmallows at midnight.

Lazy lions love licking lemon lollipops.

Can koalas carry coins for carrots?

Nice neat newts never need napkins.

Tiny tigers try treats at the table.

Content-Based Lesson #2: Alliteration



 

Day Five – Game Day! 

“MASH” 
Overview 

Today’s activity is a multi-player paper-and-pencil game, commonly played 

to predict your future. It is a fun game to play where you can be creative 

and hopeful in predicting the future randomly.  

 

Lesson 

 

1. The game is played with two players and starts by either player writing 

out the title MASH at the top of a piece of paper. 

2. Both players contribute to writing a list of categories such as where 

you’ll live, what soccer player are you most comparable to, what 

soccer team you’ll play for, and what type of poetry you’ll be famous 

for. 

3. Each player thinks of four answers for each category, and writes them 

in a column under the category title. 

 

 

Example: 

M A S H 

 

Where you’ll live     

1. Chicago     

2. Toronto, Canada 

3. Mexico City, Mexico 

4. Paris, France 

 

Most Comparable Soccer Player 

1. Megan Rapinoe (F) or Tyler Boyd (M) 

2. Alex Morgan (F) or Lionel Messi (M) 

3. Christine Sinclair (F) or Christiano Ronaldo (M) 

4. Abby Wambach (F) or David Beckham (M) 

 

Soccer Team You’ll Play For 

1. Chicago Red Stars (F) or Chicago Fire (M) 

2. Team USA (F or M) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paper-and-pencil_game
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fortune-telling


 

3. Portland Thorns FC (F) or Manchester United (M) 

4. FC Bayern Munich (F) or Bayern Munich FC M) 

 

Poetry You’ll Be Famous For 

1. Alphabet Poetry 

2. Haiku Poetry 

3. Shape Poetry 

4. Found Poetry 

 

 

4. Player 2 then begins to draw a swirl on a separate piece of paper. 

Player 1 says "Stop" at a time they choose after waiting at least 3 

seconds, and player 2 stops and draws a line through the swirl from 

the endpoint to the starting point. They then count how many times 

the swirl intercepts the line drawn.  

a. Alternatively, player 2 will make tally marks instead of drawing a 

swirl. When player 1 says 'Stop', player 2 stops drawing marks 

and counts them.  

b. Another way this could be done is by just choosing a random 

number instead of drawing a swirl or line to find a number to 

count by.  

5. Player 1 or 2 counts each item down the page (starting with the 

MASH), and crosses off the answer that they land on. For instance, if 

four lines were counted in the swirl, every fourth answer is crossed off 

the list. This continues until there is only one item in each category. 

Each letter in the title is considered an answer and should be crossed 

off accordingly. 

6. The remaining items are considered to determine the Player 1's future. 

7. Were you happy with your results? Why or why not? 

8. Why or why not is this a good way to predict your future? 

 

Don’t you just love getting recognized for your work? By sending us a photo or 

video of you playing “MASH”,  you can earn a virtual Teamwork, Leadership, and 

Commitment (TLC) ticket! We will be doing a raffle once school starts. The more 

TLC tickets you earn, the more chances you have of winning a prize! SCORES is 

using Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, and we’d love to include your video / 

poem! 

● Email it to us at info@chicagoscores.org 

● Text it to Coach Jess at (224) 801-2365  

mailto:info@chicagoscores.org
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